
  



St John the Evangelist,  Elkstone.     The Medieval Grave Slabs 

 

(1) Beneath the tower, standing upright against the west wall at its south end. Complete 

tapered slab with a roll moulding above a chamfer to the edge, quite badly worn. 

Relief design; the cross head, within a ring, is a bracelet-derivative type with clustered 

trefoil terminals. The cross shaft is flanked by five pairs of leaves, mostly too decayed 

to see any detail; the uppermost leaf o n the r. seems to have some sort of tendril 

curling around it, whilst the lowest on the same side appears a conventional drooping 

multi-lobed leaf. Apart from this little remains on the lower third of the stone, with no 

evidence of the form of the cross base. 

This is an elaborate and high-status stone, probably of the 13
th

 century; the elaborate cross 

head and foliage springing from the shaft link it to the ‘Tree of :Life’ motif found in early 

Christian art. 

(2) Beneath the tower, standing upright against the west wall at its north end. Tapered 

slab, stood upside down,  with high-relief design. Two straps with spiral ends outline 

an angular lozenge and then briefly interlace together. This is an interesting stone, 

which has been ascribed a Pre-Conquest or even a pre-Christian date.  Its crude 

decoration is hard to place stylistically, but has the feel of early Post-Reformation (17
th

 

century?) work in which crosses are avoided and lozenge shapes quite common. 

 

(3) In the south porch, forming the internal lintel of the eastern window. Cross head 

within a double incised ring,l with four small sunk panels between the expanded arms, 

a common 12
th
 century type. The remainder of the stone is quite decayed; possible 

traces of a broad cross shaft. 

 

 

(4) In the south porch, forming the internal lintel of the western window. Identical cross to 

(3), rather larger, but only the head exposed. 

 

(5) External south-west quoin of the porch,  facing west, 1.5 m above the ground. Incised 

design, cross again very similar to (3) and (4) but with a small sinking at the centre; 

cross shaft with a disc just below the cross head. 
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